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In today's data-driven business landscape, maintaining high-quality data is crucial for optimizing 

decision-making, streamlining operations, and driving innovation. K:core is a cutting-edge platform 

designed to address the challenges of data quality and standardization by offering a comprehensive 

solution that combines an extensive data dictionary, customizable data speci�cations, and adherence to 

international standards. This white paper will explore the key features and bene�ts of K:core, illustrating 

how businesses can leverage this powerful tool to build a robust knowledge base, enhance data 

consistency, and unlock the full potential of their data assets in the era of digital transformation.
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K:core is a cutting-edge data management service that specialises in providing clients with an 

integrated and comprehensive solution for their data challenges. By leveraging the power of 

concept dictionaries, data specifications, and advanced data quality practices based on 

International Standards, K:core aims to streamline an organisation's data landscape, enhance 

operational efficiency, and facilitate digital transformation.

At the heart of K:core's service is the development and implementation of a robust concept 

dictionary that standardises data elements and definitions across the organisation. This 

standardisation ensures consistency, eliminates ambiguity, and fosters effective communication 

and collaboration among team members, departments, and stakeholders. By providing a clear 

understanding of the data and its context, K:core empowers clients to make better, data-driven 

decisions.

K:core also offers data specification services that allow clients to build semantically meaningful 

data models. These models enable seamless data integration and interoperability between 

different systems, applications, and organisations. By incorporating well-defined concepts with 

proper context, K:core's data specifications improve data comprehension, facilitate data 

governance, and unlock the full potential of analytics and artificial intelligence applications.

In addition to concept dictionaries and data specifications, K:core emphasises the importance of 

data quality throughout the entire data lifecycle. Their services include implementing rigorous data 

quality practices to ensure data accuracy, reliability, and consistency. This focus on data quality 

enables organisations to maintain regulatory compliance, optimise business processes, and 

maximise the value of their data assets.

By offering a comprehensive suite of data management services, KOIOS helps organisations 

transform their data landscape from fragmented, inconsistent, and hard-to-understand sources 

into a single, centralised database with real-time analytics, configurable dashboards, and 

multilingual support. With K:core's innovative approach, clients can reap massive operational and 

financial rewards, positioning themselves for success in today's data-driven world.
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Register an Account.

Log on to KOIOS.

Select your Domain (eg Industrial, Retail etc)

Select the Sub Domain you need (eg bearings, seals, �uid power)

The Domain includes the Terms, De�nitions and standard Data Speci�cations you will need.

Search the concept dictionary and con�rm that any Terms you use are included in the domain pack. 

If not, add the terms you need to existing concepts (you can always ask us!).

Every Concept will have a source and a de�nition so you there is no room for confusion.

Edit the product speci�cations for your speci�c needs - do this once - they are there for ever! 

Connect your data via the API (or Download your Speci�cation).

Load!

Expect an Exception Report and make the appropriate adjustments.

Re import your speci�cation and values (K:core) or catalogue items (K:spec) in to your system. 

Now go and smash your data silos and change the world!

Remember we support all international languages - a concept will have one or more terms in one or more 

languages!!
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How easy is K:core?

Your Data Quality Gate! 
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KOIOS CORE is a fundamental component of any business's knowledge base for several reasons. By 

providing a solid foundation for building quality data, KOIOS CORE enables organizations to enhance 

their decision-making processes, optimize operations, and strengthen communication with partners, 

suppliers, and customers. Here is a detailed analysis of the reasons why KOIOS CORE is essential for 

businesses seeking to establish a strong knowledge base and improve their data quality:
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KOIOS CORE features a data dictionary with over 100,000 terms and de�nitions from 

authoritative sources. This vast resource allows organizations to standardize and streamline 

their data, ensuring consistency and accuracy across all systems and processes.

Bene�ts of K:core

Comprehensive data dictionary

With access to more than 40,000 data speci�cations from various standards and industry-

speci�c sources, businesses can utilize KOIOS CORE to create and manage their data effectively. 

This extensive library helps organizations build high-quality data by adhering to best practices 

and established standards.

Extensive data speci�cation library

KOIOS CORE allows organizations to create their own "digital-ready" corporate dictionary, 

enabling them to standardize their data and prevent duplication across business systems, such 

as Product Information Management (PIM) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. A 

well-managed corporate dictionary helps maintain data consistency and improves reporting 

clarity.

Customizable corporate dictionary

Digital transformation readiness

As organizations increasingly embrace digital transformation initiatives, KOIOS CORE's ability to 

support machine-readable data speci�cations and master data records in JSON or XML formats 

is crucial. This feature ensures seamless data exchange without loss of meaning, making it easier 

for businesses to adapt to the evolving demands of the digital landscape.
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Unlike traditional data cleaning solutions, KOIOS CORE permits businesses to map 

any terminology within a concept dictionary, allowing users to choose their preferred 

terms. This �exibility not only reduces the change management burden but also 

makes it easier for organizations to adopt new data standards and systems.

Bene�ts of the KOIOS Core

Flexible terminology mapping - preferred terms

KOIOS CORE supports multiple natural languages, making it an ideal solution for global 

organizations that need to manage product data in different languages. This feature ensures 

that data can be seamlessly exchanged and understood by partners, suppliers, and customers 

worldwide.

Multilingual capabilities

By adopting ISO 8000, ISO 22745, and ISO 29002 standards, KOIOS CORE guarantees that 

businesses are complying with best practices for data quality and digital data exchange. This 

adherence helps organizations improve their data management and exchange processes while 

staying up-to-date with industry standards.

Adherence to international data quality and exchange standards

KOIOS CORE facilitates ef�cient data exchange between organizations and their partners, 

suppliers, and customers by allowing data speci�cations to be shared without exchanging the 

complete Reference Data Library (RDL). This streamlined communication helps businesses 

collaborate more effectively and foster strong relationships with their stakeholders.

Enhanced communication and collaboration
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Challenges of Data 
in the Modern 
Business

Managing Multiple Manufacturers

Consistency of Preferred Terms 

Subject Matter and Data Experts

Cost and Time to Onboard 

Enhanced Search Capability in your website
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In conclusion, KOIOS Core is a revolutionary platform that empowers businesses to effectively manage 

and improve their data quality and standardization. With its comprehensive data dictionary, 

customizable data speci�cations, and adherence to international standards, KOIOS Core serves as the 

foundation for building a robust knowledge base and driving data-driven decision-making across the 

organization. By adopting KOIOS Core, businesses can unlock the full potential of their data assets, 

enhance operational ef�ciency, and realize signi�cant �nancial bene�ts. In the era of digital 

transformation, KOIOS Core is the essential solution for businesses seeking to gain a competitive edge 

through data excellence and optimize their performance in an increasingly data-driven world.
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